
CAEN [R-H] - 13 September 
Race 1 - PRIX DE PIERREPONT -  2450m WALK-UP F60 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. GRENADE MIKA - One placing from thirteen mounted starts. Easy to pass. 

2. GAZELLE CHARMEUSE - Unplaced in previous four mounted starts at this level. Look elsewhere. 

3. GARISH SPOKEN - 29 race maiden including 20 mounted starts. Hard to see being involved. 

4. GRACIOSA DE LOU - No worthwhile form this campaign including a DQ in previous mounted run. 

5. GARS DE FALAISE - DQ and refused to race in previous couple of mounted runs. Hardly convincing. 

6. GIRL IS MINE - Fair fourth on reappearance but back-to-back DQ tempers enthusiasm. May improve with 

a top jockey up. 

7. GRAVITY ABSOLUTE - Improved runner up in a weaker mounted affair on grass fifteen days ago. Frame 

hope without shoes. 

8. GALICIEN - Dual mounted winner including at this distance. One to keep safe racing barefoot. 

9. GALIDORE DES BOIS - Dramatic improvement to win a moderate grass walk up 22 days ago. Thereabouts 

back in mounted company. 

10. GIFTOVER - Three DQ in previous four outings. Others make more appeal. 

11. GEM HAUFOR - Scored in two of previous four mounted starts in similar company. Top claims with a good 

record barefoot. 

12. GEVREY D'AUTHISE - Steadily progressive in mounted events this campaign. Among the main chances 

with pads on. 

13. GLOIRE D'AMOUR - Not shown anything on both mounted starts since resuming. Limited appeal. 

14. GOUTIER CELESTE - Five-time mounted winner including on sole track and trip start in better company 

two starts ago. The one to beat. 

Summary: GOUTIER CELESTE (14) rates the one to beat as a five-time mounted winner including over 
course and distance on penultimate outing. Expected to be dominant in this field. GEM HAUFOR (11) was a 
winner in two of the previous four mounted starts tackling this grade. One to note with a fair record racing 
barefoot. GEVREY D'AUTHISE (12) is among the main chances. Maintains steadily progressive form from 
earlier in the campaign. GRAVITY ABSOLUTE (7) could find a placing if replicating an improved second in 
latest. 

Selections 

GOUTIER CELESTE (14) - GEM HAUFOR (11) - GEVREY D'AUTHISE (12) - GRAVITY ABSOLUTE (7)  



Race 2 - PRIX DES ZINNIAS -  2200m MOBILE F1 Harness. Purse EUR €13,000. 

1. JOCONDE DARK - Failed to complete in both driven starts. Best watched. 

2. JUNIOR DU CHATELET - Fair sixth first up in a stronger grass walk up. Can improve. 

3. JAVA DU LILAS - Fair seventh first up in a stronger Cabourg autostart. Each way option. 

4. JOKER DREAM - Solid fifth debuting in a similar Cabourg autostart last month. Consider. 

5. JULY DU GUESNE - 7.25L sixth in a much stronger Vincennes autostart four days ago. Leading player. 

6. JANTAN D'EAM - Failed to complete in a weaker grass walk up on debut. Improvement required. 

7. JESTER TONIC - Love You colt making his debut. Worth a market check. 

8. JETPACK - Well-bred debutant for a good trainer and rider combination. Keep safe if given a market push. 

9. JOLIE FLEUR OR - Bilibili filly making her debut. Not expected to feature unless the market speaks 

favourably. 

10. JOLIE COTTIE - Village Mystic debutante for a notable trainer and rider combination. Key player. 

11. JASMINE DE BOISNEY - Alto de Viette filly on debut. May come on for this first run. 

12. JAVA WIC - Failed to complete first up at Les Sables-d'Olonne. Could improve for a top trainer. 

13. JANEIRO DU GITE - Son of Tabriz du Gite. Quiet debut expected. 

14. JANIKA DU RUEL - Bold Eagle filly making her first outing. Worth keeping safe for a trainer in solid place 

form. 

Summary: JULY DU GUESNE (5) indicated promise when seventh racing first up among stronger company 
at Vincennes. Top claims eased in grade and rates highly. JOKER DREAM (4) can come forward from a good 
debut run at Cabourg. Serious challenger second up. JAVA DU LILAS (3) is another to have delivered a 
pleasing first run tackling a better driven event. Solid each way selection. JETPACK (8) arrives a well bred 
Bold Eagle debutante for a leading trainer and rider combination. Worth keeping safe especially if popular in 
the market. 

Selections 

JULY DU GUESNE (5) - JOKER DREAM (4) - JAVA DU LILAS (3) - JETPACK (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX D'ARGENCES -  2450m WALK-UP E9 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. INDY STRYCK - Scored on debut in a easier walk up at a country track. Keep in mind raised in grade. 

2. IZAAK DU BOULAY - Autostart debut success prior to a held seventh in this grade of walk up. Early days. 

3. IMPORTANT WELL - Moderate runs since landing a minor grass walk up earlier this term. Others preferred. 

4. IRRESISTIBLE HONEY - Fourth in previous couple of walk up at this level. Not out of the place chances. 

5. IMPRUDENT - One placing from seven attempts on this surface. Others have more to offer. 

6. INEDIT DU PAVILLON - Fourth in this company on grass fifteen days ago. Dangerous to dismiss with pads 

on for the first time. 

7. IDAO CASH - Mixed form since resuming including a second on grass two back. Something to find with the 

main players. 

8. ILLICO FONTENAILLE - Improved placing on grass second up. Not guaranteed to follow up on this surface 

but has a top rider booked. 

9. ISHOOP - Career best runner up in easier company at Reims eight days ago.  

10. ICARE DU LOISIR - 18L defeat in a similar Les Sables-d'Olonne last month. Plenty to find. 

11. IAMOS DE CORBERY - Placed three times on grass but yet to replicate on this surface. Others preferred. 

12. INCREDIBLE CHARM - Off the mark in a weaker grass walk up at Durtal by 1.5L. Consider with confidence 

high. 

13. IN LOVE COLOR - Fourth in previous couple of similar driven outings. Keep safe. 

14. IRISH GOLD - Steadily progressive prior to a below par seventh in this grade at Chateaubriant. Not ruled 

out for a good trainer. 

15. IDEAL DE SASSY - 6L success in a country walk up on grass two starts ago. Unexposed and respected. 

16. IZAROF DE GUEZ - Offered plenty of promise when reaching the frame in both starts last campaign. 

Notable runner for a leading trainer. 

Summary: IZAROF DE GUEZ (16) made a strong impression placing among driven company last term. Rates 
a contender if sharp upon return for a notable trainer. IDEAL DE SASSY (15) delivered a 6L success on grass 
two starts ago. Remains unexposed and warrants thought with progress expected. INCREDIBLE CHARM (12) 
could be high on confidence after a breakthrough victory at Durtal by 1.5L. In the mix. INDY STRYCK (1) made 
a winning debut. Worth keeping on side up in standard. 

Selections 

IZAROF DE GUEZ (16) - IDEAL DE SASSY (15) - INCREDIBLE CHARM (12) - INDY STRYCK (1)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE ROLLON -  2450m WALK-UP E23 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HORCHATA - Down the field in two previous driven efforts in this company. Improvement required. 

2. HONEY SWEET GIRL - Mixed completion record this campaign but solid frame visit three back on grass. 

Has ability but frustrating. 

3. HUNE LOVE - Fair fifth in a better Cabourg walk up last month. One to be positive about. 

4. HAMMAMET - Two placings from 29 starts to date. Impossible to recommend. 

5. HEAVENLY WELL - Completed a walk up hat-trick last term and fine reappearance third on grass. 

Thereabouts with a top driver up. 

6. HERA DU VIVIER - Built on a pair of solid efforts with a grass victory at this level eight days ago. Worth 

strong consideration. 

7. HAVANA MOON - No threat when ninth in this grade at Laval. Could improve without shoes for the first 

time. 

8. HELP GIBUS - One win from 25 career starts. Hard to be positive after a well held ninth at Cabourg. 

9. HISTOIRE DE DROIT - Improved runner up on grass fifteen days ago. More on plate upped in class. 

10. HELICE DES MAZURES - Fairly consistent in similar driven outings this term. Could sneak a placing. 

11. HYPER SEXY - Midfield in previous couple of driven outings. Needs to find something to reach the frame. 

12. HAWAI PARIS - 4.45L fourth in this company at Cabourg earlier this month. Place option racing barefoot. 

13. HELIE RENARDIERE - Consistent prior to a DQ at Chateaubriant. Capable of bouncing back on best 

form. 

14. HELSA DE LA ROCHE - Completed a Cabourg place double in this grade earlier in the month. Solid each 

way appeal. 

15. HESTA MESLOISE - Vichy scorer in this class prior to a trio of moderate efforts. Top claims if improving 

for the removal of shoes. 

16. HEXCELLENTE - 5L fifth at Laval in this standard ten days ago. Among the chances. 

Summary: HESTA MESLOISE (15) scored in this class at Vichy four starts ago. Could recapture form with 
the removal of shoes for the first time. Notable candidate. HERA DU VIVIER (6) produced a deserved success 
on grass among this company. Leading chance with a strong profile in a similar event. HEAVENLY WELL (5) 
is expected to strip fitter after a fine third making reappearance. Warrants respect on best efforts. HUNE LOVE 
(3) is another to consider eased in class. Thereabouts. 

Selections 

HESTA MESLOISE (15) - HERA DU VIVIER (6) - HEAVENLY WELL (5) - HUNE LOVE (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE DOMPIERRE -  2450m WALK-UP F84 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. FREELANCE - Failed to complete in two of three starts since resuming. Others more reliable. 

2. FABULEUSE BABY - Nose runner up in previous couple of grass walk ups at this level. Major frame claims. 

3. FELINE BAZ - 11L ninth in this grade of walk up 52 days ago. Unlikely to feature. 

4. FLAGSTAFF - Fair sixth after a pair of walk up victories in this company. Player. 

5. FISSYANA - Unplaced in previous three walk ups at a similar standard. Place option with a notable rider 

booking. 

6. FLO OF BAZOCHE - Down the field in a stronger Cabourg walk up last month. Not ruled out eased in class. 

7. FERIA DU CAPRE - 4.25L third in her previous run on this surface at a similar level. Place contender. 

8. EMOTION VENDEENNE - 4.25L sixth in better company at Les Sables-d'Olonne eleven days ago. Frame 

chance without shoes. 

9. FURAKIE - Failed to complete in five of previous six driven outings. Others more reliable. 

10. FIDJI SHORE - Three consecutive grass placings prior to a held ninth in weaker company on this surface. 

Others more persuasive. 

11. EH COQUINE - 0.25L third in a stronger Cabourg walk up prior to a DQ. Of note. 

12. EMILY DE MELJAC - Narrow second in a better grass walk up at Craon last week. One to keep safe 

without shoes. 

13. FANTASIA DU LILAS - Scored in this class on grass eight days ago. One of the major contenders. 

14. FEUILLE D'ERABLE - Solid third in tougher company at Cabourg 24 days ago. Notable runner racing 

barefoot. 

15. EMOTION BLEUE - Failed to complete in a stronger Cabourg walk up 45 days ago. Frame chance on 

earlier form. 

16. FLEUR D'ORANGER - Improved nose winner in this company at Craon. Expected to measure up. 

17. FOLETTE DU MANS - 4.5L seventh in better company at Enghien last month. Top claims on best driven 

form without shoes. 

Summary: FEUILLE D'ERABLE (14) delivered a solid third in a stronger Cabourg driven event last month. 
Expected to go close eased in class without shoes. FOLETTE DU MANS (17) ran seventh in a better Enghien 
walk up. Serious top-three prospect racing barefoot. FLEUR D'ORANGER (16) is a frame chance after an 
improved nose success on grass at Craon. One to note. FABULEUSE BABY (2) arrives in top placed form. 
Another placing is anticipated. 

Selections 

FEUILLE D'ERABLE (14) - FOLETTE DU MANS (17) - FLEUR D'ORANGER (16) - FABULEUSE BABY 
(2)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE VAUVILLE -  2200m MOBILE E53 APP Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. GALION VOLSIN - No threat in both walk up outings since resuming. Hard to fancy. 

2. GOOD MORNING BIBIS - One placing from seven autostarts. Front pads on for the first time but others 

readily preferred. 

3. GONDOLIER - 14L defeat in third autostart at this level first up. Major step forward needed. 

4. GABELLO JEPHI - Reached the frame in a course autostart of this nature four starts ago. Placing at best. 

5. GUIBLARSON - 0.75L success in an easier Cabourg autostart last month. Key player without shoes. 

6. GAVROCHE PAULO - Course winner who arrives after a pair of moderate walk up runs. Inexperienced in 

autostarts. 

7. GASTON DU ROC - 6.5L sixth in previous autostart run at this venue. Unlikely to feature in the finish. 

8. GASPAROFF - Failed to complete in a claiming autostart at Enghien three outings ago. Hard to enthuse. 

9. GUYLAIN DE MAI - Held fifth in a weaker lower level autostart last week. Thereabouts on earlier form. 

10. GIPSY THORIS - Worth forgiving a below par seventh in a lower grade of autostart at Graignes. Consider 

on earlier form. 

11. GIGANTI D'AMOUR - Yet to reach the placings in four autostarts. Others make more appeal. 

12. GAVROCHE DU BELVER - Unplaced in all five autostarts thus far. No appeal. 

13. GORIAN DE VIETTE - In solid placed form on grass prior to a non-completion at a country track. More on 

plate back in autostart company. 

14. GAMIN DU LERRE - Travelled kindly prior to a late DQ in previous autostart at this standard. Not 

dismissed lightly. 

Summary: GUIBLARSON (5) produced a good 0.75L victory in a lesser Cabourg autostart. Expected to take 
this class rise in this stride and rates a key player without shoes. GUYLAIN DE MAI (9) was a held fifth in 
latest but finds an opportunity to show his earlier promise tackling a winnable contest. Leading hope. GAMIN 
DU LERRE (14) traveled kindly prior to a late DQ the previous autostart. Cannot be ignored if able to complete. 
Keep safe at attractive odds. GIPSY THORIS (10) maintains solid driven placed form. Likable each way 
selection. 

Selections 

GUIBLARSON (5) - GUYLAIN DE MAI (9) - GAMIN DU LERRE (14) - GIPSY THORIS (10)  



Race 7 - PRIX D'HIEVILLE -  2450m WALK-UP E8 Monte. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. INTRIGUE GEMA - Filly from the Marc Sassier yard on debut. Market check advised. 

2. ILLUSION DU MONT - Makes a mounted debut after three DQ in driven company. Best watched. 

3. ILLUSION DU PERT - Unplaced in five driven outings. Mounted debut with plenty to prove. 

4. IXIA ANGOT - 63L defeat in a better mounted event at Cabourg. Significant improvement needed. 

5. IMAGE DE LA ROUVRE - Failed to complete in this grade of mounted race seventeen days ago. Minor 

role likely. 

6. IVORY ELLIS - Midfield on both mounted starts but could find improvement with pads on for the first time. 

7. IDOLE DU CHATELET - Missed the placings in all three mounted runs to date. Step forward required. 

8. INTIME COTERIE - Unplaced in seven mounted runs thus far. Hard to see being involved at the finish. 

9. IRVANA JEPHI - Placed on sole mounted start in this company seventeen days ago. Consider. 

10. IANINA DES BORDES - Yet to reach the frame in twelve driven starts. Prefer to watch on mounted debut. 

11. IMAGE D'AURE - Improved placing in mounted company at Cabourg with front pads on. Leading player 

for a good trainer and jockey combination. 

12. ILIADE D'URZY - Displayed promise without placing in mounted company. Could find improvement with 

pads on. 

13. IZARA DE VIETTE - Rapid progress third up to win on autostart debut by 6L. Keep safe on mounted 

debut. 

14. IVANOVSKA - Scored in second mounted start on reappearance. Firmly in the mix up in class. 

15. ISTELLE D'OURVILLE - Just missed the placings on first mounted run two starts ago. Could take a step 

forward. 

16. ISIA PRIOR - Grass walk up victory in easier company three back. Not ruled out in a first mounted event. 

Summary: IMAGE D'AURE (11) improved to make the frame among mounted company at Cabourg. Notable 
runner for a trainer and jockey combination with a fine record together. IVANOVSKA (14) is raised in class 
after displaying huge progress to win third up on second mounted run. Leading candidate if replicating. 
IRVANA JEPHI (9) reached the placings on sole mounted start at this standard. One to note. IVORY ELLIS 
(6) wears pads for the first time which could deliver more. 

Selections 

IMAGE D'AURE (11) - IVANOVSKA (14) - IRVANA JEPHI (9) - IVORY ELLIS (6) 

 


